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SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES
Antitrust Compliance Guidelines
Active participation in the Society of Actuaries is an important aspect of membership. While the positive contributions of professional societies and associations are
well-recognized and encouraged, association activities are vulnerable to close antitrust scrutiny. By their very nature, associations bring together industry competitors
and other market participants.
The United States antitrust laws aim to protect consumers by preserving the free economy and prohibiting anti-competitive business practices; they promote
competition. There are both state and federal antitrust laws, although state antitrust laws closely follow federal law. The Sherman Act, is the primary U.S. antitrust law
pertaining to association activities. The Sherman Act prohibits every contract, combination or conspiracy that places an unreasonable restraint on trade. There are,
however, some activities that are illegal under all circumstances, such as price fixing, market allocation and collusive bidding.
There is no safe harbor under the antitrust law for professional association activities. Therefore, association meeting participants should refrain from discussing any
activity that could potentially be construed as having an anti-competitive effect. Discussions relating to product or service pricing, market allocations, membership
restrictions, product standardization or other conditions on trade could arguably be perceived as a restraint on trade and may expose the SOA and its members to
antitrust enforcement procedures.
While participating in all SOA in person meetings, webinars, teleconferences or side discussions, you should avoid discussing competitively sensitive information with
competitors and follow these guidelines:
•

Do not discuss prices for services or products or anything else that might affect prices

•

Do not discuss what you or other entities plan to do in a particular geographic or product markets or with particular customers.

•

Do not speak on behalf of the SOA or any of its committees unless specifically authorized to do so.

•

Do leave a meeting where any anticompetitive pricing or market allocation discussion occurs.

•

Do alert SOA staff and/or legal counsel to any concerning discussions

•

Do consult with legal counsel before raising any matter or making a statement that may involve competitively sensitive information.

Adherence to these guidelines involves not only avoidance of antitrust violations, but avoidance of behavior which might be so construed. These guidelines only
provide an overview of prohibited activities. SOA legal counsel reviews meeting agenda and materials as deemed appropriate and any discussion that departs from the
formal agenda should be scrutinized carefully. Antitrust compliance is everyone’s responsibility; however, please seek legal counsel if you have any questions or
concerns.
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Presentation Disclaimer
Presentations are intended for educational purposes only and do not replace
independent professional judgment. Statements of fact and opinions expressed are
those of the participants individually and, unless expressly stated to the contrary,
are not the opinion or position of the Society of Actuaries, its cosponsors or its
committees. The Society of Actuaries does not endorse or approve, and assumes no
responsibility for, the content, accuracy or completeness of the information
presented. Attendees should note that the sessions are audio-recorded and may be
published in various media, including print, audio and video formats without further
notice.
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Agenda
Topic

Speaker(s)

► Overview of the Standard

Sarah Anyieth

► Key Changes by Targeted Improvement

Time
10 minutes
50 minutes

►

Liability for future policy benefits (LFPB)

Sarah Anyieth

20 minutes

►

Deferred acquisition costs (DAC)

Pixi Sofian

15 minutes

►

Presentation and disclosures

Pixi Sofian

15 minutes

Sarah Anyieth; Pixi Sofian

30 minutes

► Q&A session
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Overview of the Standard

Summary of GAAP LDTI key changes
Products impacted

Targeted improvements
►

Liability for
future
policyholder
benefits

Non-par traditional long-duration and
limited payment contracts

►
►

Market risk
benefits

Deposit products with certain benefit
features (e.g., VAs, FIAs)

Deferred
acquisition
costs (DAC)

All products except certain investment
contracts

►
►

►
►
►

Disclosures

All long-duration products

►
►

Update cash flow assumptions and actual experience on
cumulative catch-up basis (i.e., retrospective); impact through
earnings
Update discount rate assumption (i.e., single A rate) each
period; impact through OCI
Loss recognition testing is eliminated
Creates a new classification for these features
Measure at fair value with changes through income (except for
own credit spread impact)
Simplified DAC amortization; a constant basis over the life of
the contract
Impairment testing is eliminated
Significant new and granular disclosures
New disaggregated tabular reserve roll-forwards
New qualitative disclosures about significant inputs, judgments
and assumptions
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Timeline*

Prior to July 2019 FASB Proposed Revisions to Timeline
Final standard
2018

Transition date

Effective date*
2021

2020

2019

Comparative reporting periods
for 2022 financial statement

Pre-implementation
disclosures

2022

First interim and
annual financial
statements

*For public business entities. Non-PBEs are on a one-year delay, and only one year of comparative financials may be needed if
only two years of income statement activity are presented.

Where industry is today
Mobilization of resources
Implementation

Impact assessments

Design and roadmaps

Transition and parallel reporting
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What has not changed

Existing ASC 944 guidance expected to be retained
Classification of product types
► Measurement of liabilities carried at account balance
► Deferred acquisition costs
►

►
►
►

Identification and capitalization of costs that meet certain criteria
Classification of internal replacements (SOP 05-1)
Amortization of DAC for certain investment contracts

Recognition of revenue
► Business combinations accounted for under ASC 944
► Areas indirectly impacted
►

►
►

Reinsurance accounting
Income tax accounting
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Key Changes by Targeted Improvement
Liability for future policy benefits (LFPB)

Comparison to current GAAP
Liability for future policy benefits*
Current GAAP
►

Cash flows

►

Assumptions and expected experience are
locked into the net premium model at
issuance
Assumptions include provision for adverse
deviation (PAD)

Targeted Improvements
►

►
►

►

Discount Rate

►

Discount rates locked into the model
Rate based on the expected investment
yield

►
►

Update cash flow assumptions and actual
experience on cumulative catch-up basis
(i.e., retrospective) in the net premium
model
Exclude maintenance expenses (claim
expenses remain)
Remove PADs
Rate based on the upper medium grade
fixed income instrument yield (i.e., A rate)
Update discount rate assumptions (i.e.,
single A rate) in current period (for balance
sheet purposes, with no change to NPR)

Loss Recognition

►

Loss recognition testing

►

Loss recognition testing is eliminated (but
net premium capped at 100%)

Calculations

►

Typically a policy/cell level calculation

►

Cohort calculation

* Liability for future policyholder benefits includes traditional long duration and limited payment contracts.
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Liability for future policyholder benefits
Net premium model under new guidance

Net Premium Ratio* = [PV actual benefits + PV of projected future benefits]
[PV of actual gross premiums + PV of projected gross premiums]
Net Premium(t) = Net Premium Ratio X Gross Premium(t)
Reserve(t) = PV of future benefits – PV of future net premiums
{Use locked in rate for income statement purposes, and current rates for balance sheet purposes}
* Calculated using the locked in discount rate; recalculated whenever assumptions are updated (at least annually); may also
be recalculated if actual emerging experience is reflected between assumption updates (e.g., for quarterly experience trueups)
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Liability for future policy benefits
Other changes

►

Unit of account at which reserves are calculated (“cohorts”)
►
►

Contracts from different issue years cannot be grouped when measuring the liability
Contracts within a single issue year may be grouped into quarterly or annual cohorts

ASC 944-40-30-7 “…In determining the level of aggregation at which reserves are calculated, an insurance entity shall
not group contracts together from different issue years but shall group contracts into quarterly or annual groups”

►

Adjustments to the results of the net premium model
►
►
►

NPR is capped at 100% (previously, the total GAAP net premium was capped at 100%)
Loss recognition test is eliminated
Liability should never be less than zero

944-40-30-7A “To the extent the present value of future benefits and expenses exceeds the present value of future gross

premiums, an immediate charge shall be recognized in net income … such that net premiums are set equal to gross premiums.”
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Transition

Overview of accounting election
Election
requirements

►
►

Entity-wide basis decision for all contracts issued in a given issue year
Align DAC transition approach with the liability for future policyholder benefits.

Modified retrospective approach
►

Update future cash flow estimates as of the transition date

►

Update actual historical cash flows back to the transition date
and future cash flow estimates from the transition date
forward

►

Expected future cash flows, adjusted for the reserve carry over
basis at transition

►

Discount rate reflects upper medium grade rate at issue

►

►

Retain existing discount rate used in the measurement of the
liability immediately before transition

Estimates of historical experience shall not be substituted for
actual historical experience

►

Remove any existing amounts in AOCI

►

Cumulative catch-up adjustment to AOCI for:

►

Record the effect of the current discount rate (upper-mediumgrade fixed-income instrument yield) in AOCI

►

Remove any existing amounts (i.e., shadow
accounting)

►

If revised NPR > 100%, record cumulative effect adjustment to
retained earnings at transition

►

Change in discount rate from contract issuance

Cash flows

Revised net
premium ratio

Transition
adjustments

Retrospective approach

►

Remaining changes recorded as cumulative catch-up
adjustment to retained earnings
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Liability for future policyholder benefits
Updating the cash flow assumptions and determining the income statement effect
Increase in reserve (for income statement purposes) =
Reserve*(t) – Reserve(t-1) =
Reserve*(t-1) – Reserve(t-1)

{Remeasurement gain or loss}

+ Reserve*(t) – Reserve*(t-1) {Current period benefit expense}

where
Reserve*: Reflects updated assumptions and updated net premium ratio (NPR*)
Reserve: Reflects prior period assumptions and net premium ratio (NPR)
NPR*: Reflects actual experience through the end of the current period, projected experience after the end of the current period using
updated assumptions, and the locked-in discount rate
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Liability for future policy benefits
Discount rate information

►

Discount rate based on upper-medium-grade fixed-income instrument yields
►
►

►

Balance sheet liability discount rate
►
►

►

Reflects the duration characteristics of the liability
Maximizes use of observable inputs

Updated to reflect current rates every reporting period
Effect of change recognized in Other Comprehensive Income (OCI)

Income statement liability accretion rate
►
►

Uses contract inception discount rate(s) (at issue - locked in)
Exception for contracts transitioned under the modified retrospective method, in which
case the locked in rate(s) before transition are use (remain locked in going forward)
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Overview of the accounting considerations

Summary of financial statement effect of updates to the net premium model
Liability
calculations
Prior period

Net premium
Measurement date
ratio
Previous

PV of FPB/expenses less
future net premiums

PV of FPB/expenses less
future net premiums

PV of FPB/expenses less
future net premiums

Revised

Future cash
flows as of
the beginning
of reporting
period

Future cash
flows as of
the end of
reporting
period

Discount
rate

Uppermediumgrade yield at
contract
issue date

Updated at
end of
reporting
period

Financial
statement effect

Remeasurement
gain/loss
Current period benefit
expense

Components
of benefit
expense

OCI
Reserves for future
policyholder
benefits
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Liability for future policy benefits
Deferred profit liability (DPL)

►The

DPL is a mechanism for recognizing the profit margin embedded in the
premium over the life of the contract.

►A

deferred profit liability is established for Limited-Payment contracts where
the present value of future premiums exceeds the present value of future
benefits.

►ASC

§ 944-605-25-4A: Because the collection of premium under a limitedpayment contract does not represent the completion of an earnings process,
any gross premium received in excess of the net premium shall be deferred.
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Liability for future policy benefits

DPL mechanics under GAAP Targeted Improvements
Amortization:
► The DPL will be recognized in income in a constant relationship with the insurance in force for life insurance
contracts or with the amount of expected future benefit payments for annuity contracts.
Interest accrual:
► Interest will accrue to the unamortized balance of the deferred profit liability using the contract issuance discount
rate for the related policyholder liability.
Assumption/experience updates:
► Updates to cash flow assumptions will be used to recalculate the DPL at issue as if the updated assumptions were
in place at the contract issuance date. The revised DPL as of the contract issuance date is then amortized based
on updated insurance in force (life contracts) or expected future benefit payments (annuities) to derive the
revised DPL as of the beginning of the reporting period. The difference between the revised DPL and the
previously recorded liability will be recognized as a cumulative catch-up adjustment in net income.
Note: There are special considerations for handling the DPL at transition on a modified retrospective basis
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Targeted improvements

Deferred acquisition costs (DAC)

Deferred acquisition costs (DAC)
Amortization of DAC de-linked from profit emergence and simplified
Amortization principle:
► DAC amortized on a constant level basis over the expected term of the contract(s)
► Individual contracts: Amortized on a straight-line basis
► Grouped contracts: Amortized on a constant-level basis that approximates straight-line amortization on an individual
contract basis
► Profitability of the contract would not be considered
► Contracts should be grouped consistent with the grouping used to estimate the reserve
► DAC written off when actual experience exceeds expected experience
Concepts eliminated
Accruing interest on the unamortized balance of DAC
► Adjusting DAC for the effect of investment performance or changes in expected future liability cash flows (shadow
adjustments)
► Impairment analysis on DAC
►

IMPACT: De-links from profit emergence and simplifies amortization
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Deferred acquisition costs (DAC)
Measurement
►
►
►
►
►

Group vs. individual contract
Expected contract term
Constant level basis, relative to what?
Actual experience consideration
Other balances amortized like DAC
►
►
►

Capitalized sales inducements, required
URR, required
VOBA/PVFP, possibly
Challenges/questions?
Technical
Operational
Contract/contract feature specific
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Deferred acquisition costs (DAC)
Transition
Expected contract term
► Linked to method selected for liability for future policy benefits
► Modified retrospective, pivot off existing carrying amounts
► Requirement for actual information to use retrospective method
► Contract group identification
► Prior loss recognition by contract group
► DAC on participating contracts not subject to change in accounting for liability for future
policy benefits
►

Challenges/questions?
Technical
Operational
Product line specific
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DAC Issues
AICPA Insurance Expert Panel Topics
Considerations for evaluating whether the amortization on a constant-level basis for grouped
contracts approximates straight-line amortization on an individual basis
Interaction of cash flow assumption updates and DAC amortization assumption updates
Updating of DAC experience as of the beginning or end of period
Considerations for determining the "expected term of the contract"
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Targeted improvements
Disclosures

Disclosures

Insurers are now
required to prepare
disaggregated roll-forwards
for the following:

►

►

ASU 2018-12 has
significant new
requirements for
additional disclosures.

►

►

►

►

►

Liability for Future
Policy Benefits
Policyholder’s
Account Balances
Market Risk
Benefits
Deferred
Acquisition Costs
Sales Inducements

►
►

Under current GAAP,
none of these rollforwards are required.
This represents a major
shift towards greater
granularity of an
insurer’s disclosures

ASU 2018-12 does
not impact the way
insurers display these
balances on the face
of the balance sheet
or income statement.
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What to disclose?
►

Disaggregated rollforwards of beginning to
ending balances

►
►
►
►

Qualitative and
Quantitative information
about transition
adjustments

►
►
►
►

Liability for Future Policy Benefits
Policy Holder Account Balances
Market Risk Benefits
Separate Account Liabilities
Deferred Acquisition Costs
Opening balance of retained earnings
Accumulated other comprehensive income
Net premiums exceeding gross premiums
The establishment of a premium deficiency as
required in Subtopic 944-60

Many requirements are new or more specific than current ones.

Consider implementing controls over new processes to create new disclosures required by ASU 2018-12
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Example Disclosure for the Liability for Future Policy Benefits
Example Roll-forward from
ASC 944-40-55-29E
►

An example demonstration of the
roll-forward for the liability for future policy benefits
that meets certain requirements of paragraph 94440-50-6

►

The roll-forward separately breaks out changes in
the present value of expected net premiums and
expected future policy benefits

►

The disclosure must be further disaggregated at the
segment level

►

The net liability for future policy benefits must be
reconciled to the amount on the face of the balance
sheet.

►

Additional quantitative information must be
disclosed even beyond this
roll-forward
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Example Disclosure for the DAC
Example Roll-forward from
ASC 944-30-55-2
►

An example demonstration of the roll-forward for
deferred acquisition costs that meets certain
requirements of 944-30-50-2B(a)

►

In this example, the required disaggregation is
shown as whole life vs. universal life vs. variable
universal life

►

The disaggregated
roll-forward, when aggregated, must be reconciled
to the statement of financial position
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Transition Disclosures
SAB Topic 11.M requires public companies to disclose details of how recently issued accounting
standards will affect its financial position and operations after the standard is adopted
Notable key requirements include
►

Brief description of the standard

►

Required and planned adoption date

►

Allowed and planned adoption methods

►

Impact the adoption is expected to have, including a description of effects,
comparison to current policies, status of the adoption process, and
significant matters yet to be completed

The SEC staff expects accounting transition disclosures to be more specific as the effective date of a
new standard nears
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Presentation & Disclosure Issues
AICPA Insurance Expert Panel Topics
Clarification of items within other comprehensive income as discussed in FASB ASC 220-10-4510A(m) and 45-10A(n)
Limited payment contracts, deferred profit liability disclosure issues
Liability for Policyholders’ Account Balances, including clarification on interest expense and
cash surrender value as discussed in FASB ASC 944-40-50-7A
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Q&A

